
The audience that uses 
blockchain assets

Global gaming audience

About 300 million -

More than 3,000 million

(3 billion) - 

GLOBAL GOAL: VIRTUAL COLONIZATION OF MARS
Our goal is to popularize the Blockchain technology and the PlayToEarn concept. In order to achieve this goal, 
we are creating the world's first metaverse, which is a virtual world of the red planet, Mars.

Active audience of PlayToEarn

blockchain games

3000

Less than 10 million -

1000

0

Stage 1.Age of Mars Game
A profitable game with the concept of PlayToEarn, using a 

traditional web browser interface. Our goal is to attract a global 
community of players to our universe centered around Mars.

Stage 2.Age of MetaMars
The transition from a blockchain-based game to a large-scale metaverse by 
creating a full-fledged virtual planet, Mars. An alternative life integrated into 

the gameplay for millions of people around the world to play.

TOKENOMICS: 4 TYPES OF BASIC NFTs; 

2 TOKENS AND 1 METAVERSE

1. Water collectors
To extract water from the 

soil and atmosphere of Mars

2. Greenhouses

with plants 
To produce oxygen

3. Fuel plants
To make rocket fuel

4. Lands
To yield rent

Soon

MRT - Mars Resource Token.
MRT - Mars Resource Token.

Utility token.Unlimited supply.
Governance token.


Total supply is 300 million. 

MMT DISTRIBUTION

MMT - Meta Mars Token

Play earnto
41%

Market Making
4%

Reserve
6%

Team
12%

Private Sale
13%

Treasury
24%

For the first time in blockchain games: the majority of the governance token - 41% - allocated for PlayToEarn!

MRT BURNING

NFT upgrade

Campaign mode

PancakeSwap 
commissions

NFT minting

P2P Mode NFT withdrawal 
commissions

Additional game 
mechanics

True  to Big Play Earns

Age of Mars is the world's 
first game where main units 

are backed up by unique 

NFT assets.



Buy NFTs, place them on the 
playing map and get rewarded 
with PlayToEarn.

Your mission is to create 

a habitable planet. You need 

to start producing water, 
generating oxygen, and 
creating rocket fuel.



Mars' climate is harsh: storms 
block out the sun, the rovers 
are stuck in the sand, and 
there's is a struggle every day. 
But will all that stop you?

Development roadmap

Q3 2021

Q1 2023

Q1 2023

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Q1 2023

Q4 2022

Q4 2022

Q2 2023

Q4 2022

Q4 2022

Q2 2023

Start of Age of 
Mars developments

LAUNCH OF FUEL 
PLANTS - NFT Motus
(for Rocket fuel generation)

Launch P2P mode
Release of the game mode that 

involves competition between players

Launch of the Alpha-version 
of the game

Launch of water plants - NFT Aqua 
(for water generation)

Year End Promo
A Christmas- and New 

Year-themed campaign

Global Open Promo
Start of campaign for the first 


Age of Mars event

Launch of greenhouses - 
NFT Planta

(for Oxygen generation)

Mobile version
Release of Android 

and iOS versions

Global Open Event
A large-scale offline event for the Age 
of Mars community. And release of 

Age of MetaMars roadmap.

Campaign mode 
expansion

The introduction of 
Infrastructure resources

Boosters
Introduction of Game mechanics 

which increase resource generation

Private Sale MTT / 
Sale NFT Terra

Sales of governance tokens 
and Mars territories begins


